Kerala Heart Journal (KHJ) is the official journal of Cardiological Society of India (CSI)-Kerala Chapter. First issue of Kerala Heart Journal was published in 2011 under the editorial leadership of Dr Rajesh G (MCH Calicut). Then Journal scaled to new heights in terms of quality reviews and original research articles under the editorial leadership of Dr Sanjay G (SCTIMST, Trivandrum). Now KHJ is in to 6th year of publication.

It gives me an immense pleasure and responsibility as the Editor in- Chief of Kerala Heart Journal. I thank my editorial colleagues Dr Varghese George (Associate Editor, Pushpagiri Medical College, Thiruvalla), Prof. Johnson Francis (Executive editor, BMH, Calicut) for their continuous support and guidance. The suggestions from our senior faculties and teachers have contributed to the growth of the Journal significantly. With great difficulty, we could include renowned national and international experts in to our KHJ Editorial team.

Kerala Heart Journal is currently published in two issues yearly with both print and online edition. Kerala Heart Journal is an open access peer reviewed international journal. KHJ is currently indexed in Index Copernicus, Directory of Open Access Journal (DOAJ), Journal TOCs Heriot-Watt University Edinburgh UK, Directory of Research Journal indexing (DRJI), Research Bib, and Google Scholar. KHJ has been listed in International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE). I solicit continuation of support from the authors who have already published manuscripts in KHJ. I acknowledge the support from CSI Kerala Chapter and office bearers, Mr Aneesh Lawrence, Inspirations Publishers-Calicut, and Mr Rajeev Calicut.

Please visit our website (http://keralaheartjournal.in/ojs/index.php/KHJ) for submission and author guidelines. Please send your valuable suggestions to editorkhj@gmail.com.
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